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Abstract 
Everything is a unity of quantity and quality. In order to understand a thing truly, we should not only grasp the 
prescriptions of its quantity, but also clear the Prescriptions of its quality. Marx pointed that a science will develop 
only when it is able to apply math. We often say that mathematics is the tool of thinking, in essence, by that we refers 
to the way of thinking. The fulfilling of mathematical sciences function mainly refers to the penetration and migration 
of mathematical thinking method in various fields. Mathematics should be treating as a tool to be used, thus 
contributing to its own development. 
This paper analyzed the theoretical and practice of RMI thinking method in mathematics teaching area, stimulated 
the method of the formation of mathematical thinking and promoted the applied mathematics capability. So it is 
imperative to improve the quality of teaching. 
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1. RMI thinking method 
RMI was proposed by Xu Lizhi, a well-known scholar in China in 1980. It is a general method of 
handling problems and the nature of it is a working principle of scientific method in general scope. This 
method or principle includes mapping and inversion as two steps to study relationship between the 
problems in the structure. So it is named as the relationship, mapping and inversion methods, referred to 
the RMI method. Main contents are as follows: 
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If two types of mathematical objects or sets between mathematical elements are built a 
correspondence, we define it as a mapping. If it is a one to one relationship, it is called reversible 
mapping. 
 
Assumption: M is a mapping, it mapped elements in set R = {a} into another set R *= {a *}, where a * 
stand for the mapping of a (it is called counter image), it is written as 
                  M：R→R*, M（a）=a*. 
The basic idea of RMI method could be expressed as follows:  
Make R represent the relationship structure of a group of counter image (or the counter image system), 
it contains the counter image X which is to be determined. M expresses a mapping (correspondence 
principle),then assume the counter image structure- system R is mapped into mapping relationship 
structure R *,in which the mapping x * of unknown counter image x is contained naturally. If there is a 
way to confirm x *, then we can also make X determined through the inversion of the corresponding 
inverse mapping I.  
 
The basic content of RMI principle can be expressed as the following diagram, 
 
                 Mapping  
         R          →          R* 
         ↓      Inversion    ↓  Fix mapping 
         x          ←           x * 
 
The basic steps can be summarized as follows:  
Relationship map→ Mapping → Inversion →Solution.  
 
RMI thinking in mathematics can actually be understood as a contradiction transfer method in general 
methodology. The so-called contradiction transfer method is to transfer difficult conflicts or problems 
into easy resolved conflicts or problems. According to the RMI method, the system R will be mapped into 
R * with mapping M, so the difficult of searching armed counter image x is transformed into to find its 
mapping x * which is a easier problem. This way precisely changed the original conflict to an easily 
resolved conflict, while the mapping M is the mean of achieving this conflict transformation. 
2. RMI method in mathematics teaching practice 
As a universal way of mathematical thinking, RMI is reflected in all aspects of mathematics teaching. 
Either in the elementary mathematics or the advanced one, RMI has implicated in it with different levels. 
Only through analysis and observation, induction and deduction, summarizing, we can abstract it and 
discuss its contained specific steps exactly. Therefore, in order to teach students to master the RMI 
approach, the most important step that should be took by math teachers is to observe mathematical 
problems with the views of the relationship structure, analyze mathematical books and reveal the mapping 
relationship between counter image and mapping. In mathematics teaching, the learner should take the 
cultivation of the seeking ability of mapping target as their goal. In general, the ability of searching for 
maps includes the following aspects： 
(1) The ability of understanding the relationship in the counter image structure system (real prototype). 
(2) The ability to make abstract analysis,  
(3) The capacity of using mathematical tools, 
(4) Capacity of grasping the mathematical methods and transform (inversion). 
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In order to cultivate and improve the ability of understanding counter image structure, we need to 
possess a solid basic knowledge of mathematics, a scientific and cultural heritage of related fields, a keen 
understanding and profound insight. In fact, whether the relationship between the counter image 
relationship structure system and the practical application of the prototype in reality can be understood 
well is a key step to determine whether the correct method of RMI is well understood and applied. 
Mathematical problem is caused by the reality, resides in reality, for reality, so the process of teaching 
mathematics should not only let students to learn the marked up mathematical problems but also to 
include the whole process of solving practical problems In order to fully understand the practical 
application of the model in reality. In the progress of mathematics teaching, teachers must be good at 
asking students questions within their familiar environment and select some practical problems which are 
closing to real life, with fun, less involved in professional knowledge and non-mechanical as a theme. 
They should also introduce the background and the armed requires. The purpose of the request for 
students is to explore how to choose an appropriate structure mapping and construct a suitable 
mathematical model. This model is a figurative structure which fits all the conditions that given in the 
title.  
As this structure has matched all the conditions of the problem, we can transfer the study of this 
problem to explore the structure of this model.  
With the study of RMI thinking method is getting deeply, people are more interested in this question: 
how to describe and solve real world problems with it .This requires us to take the measure of putting a 
thinking of mathematics which different from the classical mathematical way in strict sense to practice. 
And to the specific purpose of particular problem, we need to simplify and make assumptions if it is 
necessary, and select appropriate mathematical tools to study. One of the key thinking is to transfer a real 
problem to a math problem, through observation, induction and hypothesis. After the mathematical 
modeling process, the first step of RMI method is mapping which is a method or means to achieve tough 
to easy transformation. As a complete process, RMI need to use certain mathematical approach and some 
mathematical tools to solve mathematical problems. The second step of RMI method is to fix mapping. In 
practical problems, we must verify whether the obtained solution could interpret the practical problems. 
RMI method three- inversion is to convert the transformed answer to the required answer of original 
questions and check whether it consistent with actual experience or data. If it is consistent well then the 
problem-solving process is complete, otherwise we need to amend assumptions and re-propose a 
mathematical model.
3. Mathematical thinking analysis on RMI method 
Mathematical thinking is an interaction function between the human brain and mathematical object. It 
use mathematical language and symbols to summarize the reaction with the mathematical structure and 
model of objective .As the structure of human thinking system is a three-dimensional structure system, 
the content of thinking, the element of thinking and the quality of thinking component the three axes of a 
three-dimensional space .The very broad sense of RMI thinking have the three-dimensional structure of 
framework. As the main form of mathematical thinking, RMI thinking is an abstract composition of 
thinking. As the quality of mathematical thinking, RMI method mainly represents the individual 
sensitivity, flexibility and originality of thinking. Therefore, the mathematical thinking structure of RMI 
thinking is formatted by the interaction of Mathematical Science structure and the main structure of 
understanding. So this mathematical thinking structure is a three-dimensional space structure. Whether it 
is to master the use and develop the RMI method of thinking, or to understand mathematical structure 
with the help of these thinking structures, we must form a sound mathematical thinking structure by our 
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own. So the ability of abstract analyzes and the capacities of master mathematical tools play a vital status. 
The only way to improve these capacities is to solve all aspects of mathematics problems. Whatever the 
problem is algebra word problems, geometry word problems, or the application of modern applied 
mathematics problems, they are all the best themes to train abstract analysis and mathematical tools’ 
application. In addition, some deductive argument in theoretical aspects can sometimes cultivate certain 
analyze capacity. 
For example, there are five transport companies 1 - 5 on a ring road of city, each companies have 
trucks 15,7,11,3,14 respectively. Now, in order to make sure they own the same number of trucks, each 
company transferred a number of trucks to the neighbouring school.  
Q: what is the total minimum number that they transferred? What is the number that each company 
handed over to the adjacent companies? The difficulty of solving this problem is how to express the total 
number to a variable function (construct model). We could assumption the number of first company 
handed to the second company, the second company handed to the third company…until the fifth 
companies handed to the first companies is X, Y, Z, S, T respectively.  
Then there is mapping equation as 
7+X-Y=11+Y-Z=3+Z-S=14+S-T=15+T-X=10. 
Then we could get  
Y=X-3；Z=X-2；S=X-9；T=X-5. 
So the total transformed number model could be expressed as follows: 
A=|X|+|X-2|+|X-3|+|X-5|+|X-9|. 
Discuss the function A,  
 When X≤3 and A decreases gradually, 
 When X≥3 and A increases gradually. 
So the result of this fixed mapping model is  
When X≤3, MinA=12,Y=0,Z=1,S=-6,T=-2.(“-” is reverse.) 
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